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FREE CHRISTMAS & LEARNING TOYS
Holiday toy program expected to give away hundreds of toys to Fort Worth children in
need
Fort Worth, Texas— Wings of the Dawn is excited about its Free Christmas & Learning Toys
Program on Saturday December 18, 2010 from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.at 2806 Race Street, Fort
Worth, Texas. Free toys will be given to children on a first come, first serve basis. Over 1500 of
Christmas Dolls like Hannah Montana, SPA Fantasy Aromatherapy Fountain, Static Cling
Window Art Set, Blowpen Infomercial Set, Fireworks Pencil Wamers Pen Jacket Hatraser etc. are
among giveaway toys.
Come one, come all!
This program is design to help meet family needs of our local community here in Fort Worth
during this holiday season as well as help promote our Book Café and Books Abroad project in
rural communities of Africa.
WoD is a 14-year non-profit organization that strives to strengthen rural libraries by shipping
supplemental educational materials to schools and libraries while facilitating the building and
replication of self-sustaining learning centers throughout Africa that will offer opportunities for
lifelong learning and entrepreneurial advancement. WoD spends more than 90% of all receipts on
projects and is run 100% from volunteer efforts.
Since 1996, over 500,000 educational materials and supplies have been transported from the
United States and Brazil to Africa. These materials are improving reading and study habits in
over 100,000 students, ages 6 through 16. In addition, teachers are supplied with the necessary
resources for classroom instruction. This particular gesture is like a smile by nature. That is, “It
never makes a giver poorer and enriches those who receive it,” says Alhagie Fatty, learning
center user in Mandinaba.
However, in order to accomplish this mission Wings of the Dawn (WoD) needs your support.
We encourage you to bring your family and friends to the Free Christmas and Learning Toys
Program to learn more about ways that you can support our efforts at our Book Café and Books
Abroad program. This is an exciting opportunity for you to pay it forward in our community.
Volunteers interested in an openness to committing their time and effort intellectually,
imaginatively, physically, vocally and emotionally are invited to join. Interested participant will
experience the life-changing potential of supporting our cause.
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